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Who is walking 

through your doors 

tomorrow?



A Leadership 
Opportunity!

October 10, 2019

“Gallup survey 

concludes that work 

is mostly harmless”

source: workplaceinsight.net



Is this our Business Model?



Our Path this morning…

▪ Meaningful generational conversations

▪ A Leadership Roadmap

▪ Defining A Living Mission

▪ Strategic Teambuilding:  An Inclusive process

▪ Leadership Lessons



How do we achieve the “sweet spot”?

▪ Achieve Our Mission

▪ Drive Employee Motivation

▪ Build Team Morale

Mission

MoraleMotivation



The Generational Conversation

It’s Not About Millennials!



The Generational Conversation



What does Google say about…



Donuts are 

amazing!



The Generational Conversation

The Multigenerational Leader:

▪ Being the “best” doesn’t 
matter…understanding and 
executing your role well does



The Generational Conversation

The Multigenerational Leader:

▪ “Semper Gumby”

▪ Ask about motivations and preferences

▪ Provide options 

▪ Meaningfully respect experience and knowledge

▪ Channel ambition into action and learning



“Adapted” Leadership Challenge

Leadership is a relationship 

between those who aspire to lead 

and those who choose to follow –

Leadership Challenge, Vol 4, pg. 24



“Adapted” Leadership Challenge

A 5 Step Roadmap:

▪ Seek First to Understand

▪ Craft a Team Vision 

▪ Build Your Field

▪ Lead a Family

▪ Drive Defensively



Seek First to Understand

▪ Do we have a “mission” for our business…and does anyone know it?

▪ How relevant is our mission to what we do and where we are today?

▪ Who are the people working with me…and what do they want?

▪ Who are the people we serve…and what do they want?

▪ Where is our business on the scale of where we can or should be?

▪ Where am I on the scale of where I can or should be?  

▪ Who is doing “it” better than us…and what can we learn from them?



Seek First to Understand

▪ Individual Meetings?

▪ Group Sessions?

▪ Survey?



Craft a Team Vision

Build an Exciting View of the Future!



Craft a Team Vision

Trust

Honor

Discipline

Courage

Service



Craft a Team Vision

▪ Build an exciting future 

➢based on your “understanding”

▪ Make it visual!

▪ Share your vision with others loudly and often

▪ Link your vision to what others envision for themselves

▪ Don’t be afraid to take leadership risks.



Defining your Living Mission

▪ If you have one already…find it.

▪ Evaluate relevance with your team

▪ Are you part of a bigger team?

▪ Does it feel old instead of classic.



Defining your Living Mission

▪ Or, start from scratch:



Defining your Living Mission
Bridging the Past with the Future:

▪ Our Mission: To assist the education process by providing a safe and secure learning environment for 

all students, staff, and the community through: Education, Safety, and Service. 

▪ Our Vision: To be the model of a progressive, safety-focused, and professionally trained college law 
enforcement agency for the central coast community. 

▪ Our Values: We are Honorable and worthy of your trust.  We will treat all people with fairness and 
respect and will be honest in what we say and do. 

▪ We are Courageous in our actions, which reflect our oath to protect the community from harm and 
provide a safe and secure college environment for all. 

▪ We are Loyal and recognize that our commitment is to the college we serve, the community of San 
Luis Obispo county, our country, and to each other as a professional law enforcement agency. 



Matching Vision with Purpose

Trust

Honor

Discipline

Courage

Service



Defining your Living Mission
If they are going to live with it, make sure everyone likes how it looks:



Defining your Living Mission
Make it part of the daily work life:

➢ Policy Manuals

➢ Performance Letters

➢ Awards

➢ Social Media



Defining your Living Mission

Watch For Results:

“I value his dedication to our department’s mission statement…”

“…values our department mission through her daily contact…”



Build Your Field



Build Your Field

Mission

Motivation

Morale



Build Your Field

A Vision that is just out of reach…

Room for Employees to Run

Play to their Skills and Strengths

Coaching at Every Step

Own your Expectations



Build Your Field

A Vision that is just out of reach…

Room for Employees to Run

Play to their Skills and Strengths

Coaching at Every Step

Own your Expectations

What success looks like…



Lead a Family

➢ The Hallmark Approach

➢ “Fun” with Boundaries

➢ A Family Level of Trust



Lead a Family



Drive Defensively

▪ Are we still on the correct road?

▪ What’s in our mirrors?

▪ Do my passengers feel safe?

▪ Does my vehicle need service?

▪ Is it time for a new driver…or do I 
need driver’s training?



Strategic Teambuilding: 
An Inclusive Process

Rules of Engagement…

▪ Rank hath no privileges in this workshop (I’m just the MC)

▪ All Ideas are good Ideas (No one can say No today)

▪ Be creative and open to creativity…practicality is for later-on

▪ “The way we have always done it” – is not a valid reason

▪ You never know when a $20 idea will solve a $2000 problem



Leadership Lessons

➢ Focus on the Person…Not the Generation

➢ Flexibility in Approach

➢ Respect Your Past, Embrace the Future

➢ A Mission only works if it Lives

➢ Build a Rich Playing Field

➢ Provide the Safety of a Family

➢ Never stop asking Questions



Thank You!


